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Majora's mask keep items

This veteran shield can protect is His voice. The link also helps to reach the Great Bay Temple. The elegance of emptiness (,): Creates a lifeless clone of the link wherever it stands. Useful to keep the floor switch pinned down. Oath to order (,: Summons four guardian spirits to help prevent the descent of the moon. Scarecrow song: Take out the okrina of time near scarecrow in
the subtle observatory or trading post, and you can make notes for this song. The scarecrow in the field is summoned out to play the song, which then serves as an anchor point for hookshot. Obtained within the Pistograph Box Swamp Tourist Center, pictograph box link photo gives a full color picography of anything that he sees. Taking a picketograph helps the link complete
multiple quests, but he can only have one picketograph at a time. Say cheese! Pieces of heart you can find a heavy 52 pieces of heart during the adventure of link. Every four pieces of heart you find complete a new heart container, extending the link life energy to a heart. Look far and away for these special awards, or just mention the walkthrough or checklist behind this book so
that all of them can be easily found. Quiver moment Link finds hero Dhanush at Woodfall Temple, he also acquires Quiver. This standard arrow bearer can hold up to 30 arrows. The razor sword once he makes his way into the mountains, Link Can pay Mountain Smithy Rs 100 to improve his cokiri blade in her razor sword. This razor-sharp blade is twice as powerful as the Kokiri
sword, but dulls its edge after 100 hits, or when you use the song of time to back upside back on the morning of the first day. Once its edge is dull, the razor sword returns to the original Kokiri sword of the link. The four special masks that get links as soon as he cleans the temples of Termira, they are also stored on the gear subscreen. These masks cannot be worn by links, but
they must be collected in order to prevent the destruction of the land. Link naturally finds these four special masks as he clears each temple. TM &amp; © 2015 Nintendo. Nintendo.
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